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For professional advisers only
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• There is increasing demand
from governments, investors
and consumers that companies
demonstrate a sustainable
approach to their business
activities.
• Evolving regulations are likely
to require greater focus on
sustainability factors throughout
the advice and portfolio
management process.
There is an increasingly unified
approach to addressing global
sustainability issues, as the UN
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) have been adopted, not
just by policy makers, but also
by businesses and investors as a
framework for improvement.

Where responsible investing
makes an impact: the foundations
of ESG
As one of the fastest growing terms
in the industry, Environmental,
Social and Governance (or ‘ESG’)
has become more familiar over
time. It may be helpful to see at a
glance how these three pillars can
be used to assess an investment’s
environmental, social and
governance impact, highlighting
key topics of analysis and
alignment to the SDG framework.

Environmental

Social

Governance

SDGs address the global challenges we face, including
those related to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental
degradation, prosperity, and peace and justice

SDGs

• More investors are looking to use
their capital to help support the
creation of a sustainable future.

Positively, the industry has
responded with an increasing
number of responsible investment
solution strategies. But, as with
many aspects of investing, the
architecture of incorporating
responsible investment
preferences can be complex
for end investors, making the
communication of its benefits
equally complicated.

Topic

• In today’s world, you don’t have
to compromise - responsible
investing can act as a force for
good whilst also delivering
financial objectives.

Theme

Demand is growing for responsible investing

Energy
emissions,
waste
management,
resource
intensity

Health and
wellbeing,
employee
relations,
diversity,
impact on
communities

Shareholder
rights, board
diversity,
executive pay
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Responsibly implementing our strategies - the investment fund landscape
There are a wide range
of approaches and terms
to responsible investing,
including Sustainable,
Ethical, ESG, Impact and
Socially Responsible
Investing. These are not
mutually exclusive, and
some funds will incorporate
more than one approach.
When selecting underlying
funds for our portfolios, we do
not limit our universe to those
taking one specific responsible
investing approach. We conduct
thorough research to understand
the processes within each fund,
the drivers of these, and their
impact on investment selection
– our key consideration is the
alignment of these funds with the
approach taken in our responsible
investment strategies.

Our two differentiated responsible investment strategies
Both our Advance and Avoid strategies offer an actively managed, multi-asset investment solution that
benefits from our investment expertise and oversight.
Regardless of which strategy is selected, we aim to align to investors’ chosen responsible investment
style whilst still achieving their long-term financial objectives – without compromising either.

Advance

Avoid

Available in 4 risk profiles:

Available in 4 risk profiles:

Low to Medium, Medium,
Medium to High, High

Low to Medium, Medium,
Medium to High, High

Maintaining this focus on process
allows us to look through the
confusing terminology considering
the broadest possible investment
universe and simplifying a
complicated landscape.
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Advance
Our Advance strategy invests in funds which provide
investment exposure to:
• Businesses providing direct
solutions to the sustainability
challenges that the world is
facing, through the products
and services that they provide.
• Businesses that have
taken ownership of their
environmental and social
footprint and are proactively
increasing the positive impacts
and minimising any negative
impacts through evolving
business policies and practices.

We frame the sustainability
landscape in the context of eight
core themes when analysing
exposure to those businesses
providing direct solutions:
Cleaner Energy
Resource Efficiency
Water and Waste
Management
Sustainable Transport

We believe that through this
two-pronged approach:
1. We create a balance through
which we aim to deliver
meaningful change on behalf of
our investors. We can only truly
address the world’s sustainability
issues by supporting businesses
across the global economy to
become more sustainable, in
addition to supporting direct
solution providers.
2. We broaden the universe from
which we can select funds to
build more diversified portfolios
that can match a range of
financial objectives.

Health and Wellbeing
Safety
Education
Financial Inclusion
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Avoid
If the primary objective
of your client is to restrict
investment into sectors
that do not align with their
values, our Avoid strategy
has exclusionary criteria
on the following:

Pornography
Armaments
Gambling
Tobacco

Ongoing rigorous monitoring
We will only invest in those funds
that explicitly exclude investments
in these sectors, or those funds
where the investments contained
will avoid them due to their
thematic focus – for example,
certain areas of infrastructure and
real estate. We monitor all approved
investments to ensure that
these five sectors remain excluded.

Alcohol
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Fund selection
The selection of funds for inclusion in our portfolios is based
on our structured research process:
• We consider the whole of market,
identifying funds that may have
suitable processes in place to
be considered for inclusion in
our Advance or Avoid portfolios.
This list represents our initial
universe.

• Our experienced Responsible
Investment Service (RIS) team
will meet with the managers of
the fund to review our findings
from the questionnaire and our
fundamental analysis, and obtain
further information if required.

• We then conduct quantitative
fundamental analysis to gain an
understanding of the traditional
characteristics of the funds. For
example, style biases, market
cap and sector exposures, and
performance and risk metrics. All
funds under consideration must
then complete our Responsible
Investment Questionnaire.
The objective of this is to gain
an in-depth understanding of
investment philosophy and
approach, and all relevant inputs
into the management of the
fund. For example, what data
and processes are involved
in investment selection, a
review of how these processes
have worked, and corporate
engagement and collaboration.

• Once an investment is
approved by the Asset Selection
Committee, we monitor on
an ongoing basis to ensure
compatibility with our Advance
and Avoid criteria. Internal
monitoring of holdings,
performance and risk data is
combined with regular fund
manager meetings.
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Our screening approach summary

A broad universe to consider

Advance approach to screening

While there are many approaches
to responsible investing, and terms
to describe it, we initially consider
the full universe of funds. The key
consideration is not the name of the
fund, or which specific responsible
investing style it aligns to – it is
whether it aligns with Advance
or Avoid.

In selecting funds which provide
exposure to those businesses
delivering sustainability solutions,
or acting responsibly, our Advance
agenda takes a holistic approach to
sustainability that can encompass
a wide range of ethical views and
interlinked issues.

Avoid approach to screening

Long-term thinking – and action

Avoiding exposure to businesses
involved in the production of:
Armaments, Gambling, Tobacco,
Alcohol and Pornography. This
demands careful screening prior to
investment and ongoing monitoring
to ensure our criteria are being
adhered to.

We are long-term investors –
accordingly, we recognise
the importance of also taking a
long-term view when considering
sustainability trends.
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Building the portfolios
Combining different aspects
of our investment approach
(screening, asset allocation,
portfolio construction) with
a broad range of different
global assets means your
clients have the best chance
of achieving their financial
objectives.
The image shows the core mix of
assets from which we can select
investments for both Advance or
Avoid strategies.

Fixed Interest

Alternatives

Property

Equities
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How we bring it all together
We follow a repeatable
yet adaptable structure
to ensure our responsible
investment process
consistently meets the
high standards we have
established over decades.
We build the RIS portfolios
according to strategy (Advance or
Avoid), and financial objectives.

Asset allocation decision:
We decide the proportion of which assets to invest
in, depending on various economic and market
related data, and insights from our Asset Allocation
Committee, research team and sector specialists.

Portfolio construction:
We then select investments that have passed our
screening process, and have been approved by the
Asset Selection Committee.

Risk control/oversight:
We monitor the risk characteristics of each portfolio
and constituents, and regularly engage with fund
managers for updates and analysis.
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Bringing extensive resource and expertise
Throughout our investment
process, quality and integrity
is never compromised.
The Responsible Investment
Service provides a compelling
dual offering: it leverages the core
investment expertise of Brooks
Macdonald in meeting financial
objectives, whilst meeting the
responsible investing requirements
of your clients.
Our Responsible Investment
Service is integrated into our
Centralised Investment Process,
and therefore benefits from the
extensive due diligence and
monitoring capabilities of
Brooks Macdonald.

Inputs

People

• House View
• External Research
• Investment Data
Systems

• Head of Research
• Research Team
• 60 Investment
Managers / Portfolio
Managers

Governance

Asset Selection
Committee

Inputs

• Investment Views from
our Research Providers
• External Research
In House Investment
Strategy

People

• Chief Investment Office
• Risk Department

Inputs

Governance

Governance

People

• Regulatory Backdrop
• Industry Best Practice
• Brooks Macdonald
Thought Leadership

Investment
Committee

Asset Allocation
Committee

• Nine Senior Investment
Leaders
• External Research
Analysts
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Benefits of our service
We provide two simple choices
to make responsible investing
easier for your clients.
If they decide that responsible
investing is right for them,
we aim to make our offer as
compelling and accessible
as possible.

• A trusted partner - With 30
years of proven active investing
expertise, an experienced
responsible investing team
backed by considerable
resources, clients can be
assured they have a partner
with the strengths to meet their
responsible investing goals.

• Two choices - Advance or Avoid.
Advance proactively supports
positive thinking and forwardlooking companies aiming to
make the world a better place.
Avoid restricts investment into
sectors that do not align with
your clients’ values.

Comprehensive support
We aim to make your job easier. In
addition to regular reporting on
performance, risk and portfolio
exposures, we provide a wide range
of helpful materials, webinars and
insights to help keep you and your
clients better informed.

• Different risk levels - So your
clients can aim to achieve their
goals while choosing the risk
level that is most suitable for
them.
• No compromises - Responsible
investing can act as a force
for good whilst also meeting
financial objectives.
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Accessing the service

RIS Advance and Avoid strategies are available
for those with at least £250,000 to invest
Low to Medium Risk
Medium Risk
Medium to High Risk
High Risk
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Why Brooks Macdonald is the ideal partner for responsible investors
Making responsible
investing easier for your
clients is a priority – our
offer to help them achieve
their goals makes choosing
Brooks Macdonald a
responsible decision.

The heritage of a trusted partner
With 30 years’ experience of building and actively
managing long-term portfolios, we believe in taking a
durable approach. This ethos is a perfect fit with our belief
that investing responsibly can generate long-term value for
our clients.

Enduring values
We set up the company to focus on building trusted
personal relationships. This personal emphasis continues
with our understanding of responsible investing – and how
these approaches can produce better outcomes for clients,
society and the wider world.

An experienced team, with extensive resources
The Responsible Investment Service is backed by an
experienced team serving the growing demand for
responsible investing. It is both integrated with our
Centralised Investment Process and can call on the
considerable resources of our firm’s wider infrastructure
and resources.

Valuable support
To help make your job easier and to help keep
you and your clients better informed.
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Contact
For more information, please get
in touch with your usual Brooks
Macdonald contact.

Important information
This document is intended for professional advisers only and should not be relied upon by
any persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments.
In our ‘Avoid’ strategy, while we aim to avoid investment in the industries referenced, we
cannot guarantee total exclusion from the portfolio. The value of your investments and
the income from them may go down as well as up and neither is guaranteed.

Jersey
5 Anley Street
St Helier
Jersey
JE2 3QE

Investors could get back less than they invested. Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the
value of an investment. Changes in interest rates may also impact the value of fixed income
investments. The value of your investment may be impacted if the issuers of underlying
fixed income holdings default, or market perceptions of their credit risk change. There are
additional risks associated with investments in emerging or developing markets.

T: +44 (0)1534 715 555
E: jersey@brooksmacdonald.com

The information in this document does not constitute advice, nor a recommendation,
and investment decisions should not be made on the basis of it. This document is for
the information of the recipient only and should not be reproduced, copied nor made
available to others.

Guernsey
First Floor, Royal Chambers
St. Julian’s Avenue
St. Peter Port
Guernsey
GY1 2HH
T: +44 (0)1481 815 555
E: guernsey@brooksmacdonald.com

Brooks Macdonald is a trading name of Brooks Macdonald Asset Management
(International) Limited and used by various other companies in the Brooks Macdonald
group of companies.
Brooks Macdonald Asset Management (International) Limited is licensed and regulated
by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and its Jersey Branch is licensed
and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Brooks Macdonald Asset
Management (International) Limited is a private limited company registered in Guernsey
(No 47575) with its registered office at First Floor, Royal Chambers, St. Julian’s Avenue,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 2HH. Its Jersey Branch has its registered office at 5 Anley
Street, Jersey, JE2 3QE.
Further information relating to the Brooks Macdonald group of companies can be found
at brooksmacdonald.com

